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WHEAT QUALITY IN TIM TWENTY-FIRST CENTTJRY
by Robert Drynan

From Commodity to an Indwtrial Raw Material: Over the past five years, according to
USDA reports, average annual production of the world's three most conrmon cereal
grains wheat (553 million metric tons), rice (540 mmt) and corn (535 mmt) was about the
same for each commodity. International trade of the th'ree comrnodities was however
another story: wheat (100 mmt), corn (64 mmt) and rice (17 mmt). Over the past century
all tluee cereals have been traded as cornmodities, sight unseen in easily monetarized units
and classifications. The wheat industry is, however undergoing a transformation which is
little short of revolutionary. The transition of the world's wheat industry in the past ten
years from a government driven, strategic commodity to a conslrmer driverr, profit

motivated industry is redefining the meaning of quality. Vl'heat Quality is no longer a
simple, convenient classification to facilitate commdity trading and handling. Today, it
increasingly defines a demand for discrete segregation according to wide rangtng end-use
properties and the values of process economics.

Wheat Quality: Production, Marketing, Processing and the Consumer.' The sequence
of the following words: production, marketing, processing and the consumer is the
important element of this discussion of Weat Quality. In designing our product of the
past, our wheat breeders focused on their principal constituency, the farmer. They were
generally employed by our land grant college systenr, interacted with agronomists,

pathologists, entomologists and soil scientists. They gave us yield, disease and insect

resistance, soil amendments and field management practices. It was a magnificent

accomplishment! So the first in the sequence of priorities was production, followed by a

simple classification and grade to facilitate order$ storage, transportation and marketing.

After the grain merchant, came the processar in the chain of priority: the miller, then the

baker and noodle maker. Each shared a diminishing importance in the wheat breeders'

constituency. The process had to adapt to the raw material! Not so many years ago, in

this country, their end- product was not very diverse. The wag-on-the-dog, the last one in

the chain, was the consumer. To the breeder, the consumer was somebody else's problem!

The consumer didn't pay the breeder's salary!

Government: Wheat is a strategic commodity!! In our country it has been the carrot of

the carrot and stick, employed to either entice or bludgeon client governments into our
political camp inthe Cold War. Our government was the farmer's customer of last resort,
guaranteeing a market and price, conditioning U.S. agriculture to concentrate on yield
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rather that product acceptance. A place in the world nrarket was purchased by our
govemment through PL-480, credits and EEP , Take it or leave it, Mac, you got it cheap,
was the implied, if not thq actual, refrain when an overseas buyer complained about
quality. Otu overseas custdmers were not generdly processors or consumers, but most
often governments. Their concem was one of protecting agrarian economies from the
invasion of foreign subsidized commodities, or the managing of food supplies for
politically unstable uban populations, or simply iN a vehicle for foreign economic aid.
Wheat was profoundly political!! In the mid-1980's the U.S. Administration's failurt to
resolve trade differences with the Soviet Union and China brought U.S. wheat exports to
those counties to a virtual stand-still. The U.S. farm economy went into deep recession.
That event probab$ cost the Republican Party the Mid-west and the Senate in t 986. In
the 1970's the governments of Presidents Eduard Giereck of then Communist Poland, and
Anwat Sadat of Eglpt both were almost brought down by attempts to increase the price
of bread! It is not surptising that governments have tended to resist change and frtrstrate
creativity. Today, for better or worse, govemments are withdrawing from the managernent
of wheat exports and imports. The process is not complete, but quality, not political
expediency, is rapidly becoming the driving force in the wheat markets of our futrue.

Wheat Quality Engineering: Consumer, Processing, Marketing and Production.' The
term engineering has been added to quality, because it implies design rather than a
controlled selection of random genetic materials. We now comfortably employ the phrase
genetic engineering. It far better describes the process through which we will obtain he
varieties to be planted in the future. Today, orn priorities have been reversed! Our world
has been turned right side up.. we are no longer ti't ing in Alice's wonderland! From
an industry recently dominated by the frequently obscue motives under$ing government
policy, often divorced from any meaningful relationship to the realities of supply and
denrand or competitive advantage, we are rapidly evolving into an industry which must
respond to forces of process economics and diversifying consumer tastes. Both
concepts demand a reversal of priorities in wheat quality engineering.

In ou own country, the bread section of a modern supermarket, in contrast to that of
twenty years dgo, stands eloquent witness to the impact of consumers' tastes on the
creativity of the food manufasturer. In 1990 at the Association of Operative Millers
(Aolvf) Annual Technical Conference, Randy Marten, Vice President of Materials
Acquisition for Campbell Taggart, one of America's largest bakers, took millers to task
for the declining quality of the florn that he was able to acquire from his suppliers. A year

earlier Bob Reid, President of AOM and a senior floru miiling executive, took wheat
farmers, wheat breeders and U.S. farrn policy to task for the declining quality of the wheat

which his cornpany was able to find in the market. Both Marten and Reid were sending
the industry a message, that the wheat they were getting from U.S. farmers was not
meeting the needs of industry. There is a growing trend among U.S. millers to contract
with farmers to grow designated varieties to provide the milling economics and furrctional
flogr properties essential to meet mill and customer quality needs. The growing demand
by overseas buyers to locate and captrue supplies of identity preserved (IP) wheat from
the United States illutrates that the trend is not isolated to the U.S. domestic milling



market. Competitors, who are able deliver cleaner wheat with uniform miiling quality and
consistent end-use fuirctional properties are challenging traditional practices in markets
overseas. In fact, the oft,overused expression naditional marlcet is raprdly losing its
meaningl! 

|

No More Traditional Markets! Traditional markets were established in practice by
importers who had little or no concept of, or concern for wheat functional quality or
process economics. The liberation of markets from striit govemment controls has led
millers to experiment with the wide diversity of wheats they can buy around the world.
They have learned to adapt their processes to improve quality, they have invested in new
milhg technology, they are developing new products and their customers are demanding
newer, stricter quality standards from them. We will have to compete for markets based
on price, miling economics and functional quality properties. We have already
encountered, and will see the trend growing which will frnd U.S. wheats in blends with
competitor wheats, or dedicated to one application, while a competitor's wheat goes to a
different application in the same mill. We may also see an even greater presence of
Canadian wheat, not to mention other origins, if we can't provide our millers with the
wheat quality they need to remain competitive.

In the past a single wheat class most often established uniformity in an export market,
competition was suppressed because everybody had the same raw material, and most often
each miller had an established market share based on a wheat supply quota. In 1984 for
example, the Colombian government importing monopoly, IDEMA" had been buyutg only
U.S. No. 2, HRW. Competition meant compete to sell to IDEIvIA. Now, that Colombian
millers are coqp€ting with each other, they have milled Argentine, Australian, Canadian,
European and Saudi" even Indian wheats, in addition to U.S. wheats. They buy the wheat
that has the best combination of price, milling quality and end-us€ properties which will
enable them to succeed in a bitterly competitive market. Tradition has no bearing on their
choices, only srrnrival does. Since 1984, similar circumstances have prevailed in Korea,
where by I 994 the U. S. market share had declined from I 00% to 7 4Yot,

Competition: Price, Quality and Value. [nthe gpintrade of the past the lowest wheat
price at the port of destination determined the choice of zupplier. Quality definitions were
limited to class, grade and protein, thus effectively relieving bureaucratic buyers of any
respornibility for effects of their choices among processors or consumers. Today, wheat
purctrase decisions are made based on considerations of milling economics and end-use
functional properties

Can u market value be placed on milling economics and end-use functional
properties? The cost of the wheat in-storage in the miller's silos is only the begiruring
point inquantifying the value of a wheat purchase. It is the result at the end of the milling
process that really determines the value of the wheat! Below, Table I Compares the
quality of the PNW Soft White Wheat and Gulf Soft Red Wheat exports June through
September 1996. September prices for November shipment frvored SRW $ 168 FOB
Gulfto SWW $r7l FOB PNW.



Table I
Cost mill:

Soft Rcd Wirtcr (Gulf) Soft Whitt TYhtet (PNW)

FOB Pricc: $16t.00 $ 171.00

Ocern Frcight: 1550 15.00

lmport Dutics (lSelo): 21.5t 27.90

Unlord Costs; 6.00 6.00

Trrnsportrtion to Mill: 14.00 14.00

TOTAL: s231.03 $233.90

Table I shows the relative price work-up to place both wheats in the silos of a flour miller
in Cali, Colombia. The price of the wheat at the mill still favors the Soft Red fiom the
Gulf. Table II below, shows the significant grade specifications which are representative of
miling quality parzrmeters.

Table fI
Soft Red Winter Soft White

When the miller cleans his wheat, he takes out the sum of the top tluee items, dockage ,
foreign material and shrunken & broken kernels. In the case of Colombia, he adds

moisture before milling, to about 15.5%. Following, in Table III, based on the amount of

screenings he has removed and water he has added, the equation has changed significantly.

Using the metric systern, (a metric ton is 1,000 kilograms), from a ton of wheat he has

purchased, the amount of wheat to be milled has increased. The increase of the SWW is

substantiatly greater. This is how that wheat will look when its ready to mill.

Table Itr

SoftWhite Whcet

Dockrgc: 0.80o/c 050%

Fordgn Mrtcriel: 0.20Y. 0.20"/c

Sbrunlrcn & Brokcn: l.l0U. 0.90'/o

TOTAL Scretnings: 7.107. 1.60V"

MOISTURE Contcot: 125,0r/t 10.00%

Soft

Kilog to mill / Kilos bought 1013.763 / 1000.000 1048.047 / 1000.000

Cost of Whcrt Dclivcred to Mill $231.03 $233.e0

Cost of Wbert RcrdY to bc Millcd: s 227.89 $223.1E



The advantage has strifted from $ 2.87 in favor of the SRW to $ 4.71 a ton in frvor of the
SWW, because the cost was spr€ad out over more kilos of wheat to be rnilled. Less
screenings were removed qpd more water added to the SWW than to the SRW. This
demonstrates milling qualitt only up to the front of the mill. As can be seen, screenings
and moisture content have a significant effect.

Table IV below carries the story a step firther, into the milling process. In Colombia Soft
White Wheat has shown superior flour extraction to Soft Red. Colombian millers claim to
have milled SWW to 76.707o extraction compared with SRW at73.85%. At current flour

OS$ 0.42/klo) and feed prices (US$ 0.135/kilo) in Colombia" and assuming that the
screenings are tr,ammer-milled and mixed with the feed, the value added to the ton of
wheat prnchased looks like this:

Table IV

Notc: Thir crroptc lbo inrludcs eo cttimrted 2% rniltiog loss, leeviog totel products from the mill tt 98'/o of rAert grornd.

Tlb b rorml

In the above example, the total value added to the SWW was $ 136.02 and to the SRW
less at $ 119.30, a difference of $ 16.72 per metric ton more grcss profit. If the superior
extraction of the SWW were ignored in this equation and flour extraction for both
calculatedatT4.5%0, the value added after subtracting the wheat cost for the two would be

$ 121.18 for the SRW and $ l29.44for the SWW, still favoring the PNW wheat by $ 8.26
per ton more gross profit. This comes after paytng more for the PNW wheat! Why aren't

the Colombian flour millers buying PNW soft wheat instead of Gulf soft wheat? That

comes with the next part of the story.

End-use functional quality is not quite as easy to quantify. Flour millers can often
qgantify the value of end-use properties when they are forced to sacrifice flour extraction
(value-added) to achieve acceptable functional characteristics demanded by their

customers. In fact, one way to sell your wheat in competition with others, is to

demorrstrate that your wheat will enable the miller to take a longer flou extraction! Flou

extraction can be defined as the proportion of flour which can be obtained from the wheat
milled. It might also be deftred as optimizing the highest value products obtained from
milling. Below, Table Va illusrates a standard distribution of flours from a typical Taiwan

flour mill. The analysis is based on the prices prevailing for wheat, flour and W-products
in Taiwan in December 1996. It describes the purchase of a ton of wheat, the effects of

cleaning and tempering and the flour yields of each product and its rnarket value. The

total value of the milled ton of wheat, minus the cost to buy it is the total value added.

Soft Rcd Wintcr Soft Whitc

WDert r Flour Ertnction r $0.42 = 1,013.763 t73.85Vo r $ 0.42 : S 314.44 1,048.047 x76.7o/orS0.42= $ 33?.62

Wbcrt r Mltl fccd rccovctT r $ 0.135 = 1,0t3.763 y.24.l5oh x S 0.135 = S J3.05 1.01E.047 x 2130"/o r $ 0.135 = $ 30.14

ScrccniugsrS0.135- 21.000x$0.135:  $  Z,E4 16 .000 rS0 .135=  $  2 .16

TOTAL VALUE s 35033 s 369,92

kss Cost of Wlert = Totrl Yduc Added s 3soJ3 -$ 2lr.o3 - $119.30 s36e.e2-$ 233.eo- $ 136.02



Table Va

Table V b, on the next page, illustrates the economic effect that a 5o/o decrease in high

value noodle flour extraction might have in the mill. The theoretical reduction in noodle

flour extraction is distributed 2.5%to second grade bread flour and2.5o/o to ls clear flour,

each with a lower market value. The total effect reduces the value added to the wheat

pruchased from $ 96.05 to $ 89.51. The effect of the $ 6.54 per metric ton reduction in

value-added would b€ $ 163,500 onthe purchase of $25,000 metris tons ofwheat!

Nevertheless, not all deficiencies in functional properties can be remedied by reduced

extraction. Most functional properties are intrinsic to the wheat variety and class. For

example, when some buyers require a particularly soft wheat, they may be expressing a

prefeience for weaker gluten, finer particte size or lower starch darnage in the flour than

can be obtained from wheats with harder milling characteristics. Colombian bakery and
pasta flogr milling generally does not have very strict end-use quatity standards, so that

milting quality, (extraction) is the critical selling feature for wheat. In the cookie/cracker

industryltre qulity criteria ̂ re more exacting, ffid the buyer places less importance on the

benefit of additional extraction accomplished by purchasing soft white. The second aspect

of the difference between the two wheats relates to softness of the wheat. Noel, the

f. Wheat Purchased 70"h DNS 30% HRW
II. Price $ 240.00
IIII. Mill Screenings 2.E0o/o 28.000 kgs
IV. Ternper Moisture

wheat moisture ll.660/0
temper to: 16.00Yo

V. Kgs to Mill Lr022.220 kgs
VI. Mill ine

Product x Price/ks =Products Extraqtia! _

Shrunkerr/broken
Dockase

19.600
8.400

VII. Total Value
less wheat cost

VnL Value Added

$ 336.65
$240.60

$ 205.t6Noodle Flour
$0.378:153.3332 nd Flour

t07 .333
$0.1 89 =

1 8 9 . 1 1 1

Invisible Loss

$0.189:
$0.038 =



largest manufacturer of soft wheat products in Colombiq is about 70% concentrated in
fermented cracker production. The SWW gluten is too strong, the crackers would rise
too much and wouldn't fit,into their package sizes, which could be a problem of major
proportions. Noel's principil competitor doesn't have a flour mill, so they buy their wheat
and have it milled under contract. In this case, there is an archaic alrangement in which
the miller must provide them with flour equivalent to 76To of the wheat purchased The
miller retains the mill-feed by-products :ts comp€nsation. Any increased extraction goes to
the miller, not the wheat buyer! This arrangement is an bxpensive hrxrry in the modern
competitive marketplace. It is unlikely that it will endure. The wheat buyer in this case has
no incentive to purchase wheat with higher extraction potential.

Table Vb

One of the rnajor projects at the Wheat Marketing Center is identi$ing essential quality

aspects of wheats suited to noodle manufacturing. An important attribute, necessary to
good noodle rnaking quality, is starch viscosity. U.S. wheat breeders have not placed
much importance on starch quality, until recently. Most of ow wheats lack adequate
starch viscosiry. WMC has identified high starch viscosity in some of the emerging U.S.
hard white wheat varieties. In a recent trial conducted in Kore4 Daehan Flou Mills and
five Korean noodle makers tested 800 tons of an Idaho hard white wheat. Daehan

complained that the wheat and flour ash content is too high compared to their standard

I. Wheat Purchased 70" DNS 30' HRW
If. Price $ 240.00
IU. Mill Screenings 2,80o/o 28.000 kgs
IV. Temper Moisture

wheat moisture ll.66Yo
temper to: l6.00oh

V. Kgs to Mill 1,022.220 kgs
VI. Milline

uct _ Kes Product x Price/kg = Value

Shrunken/broken 19.600
8.400 X

VfI. Total Value
less wheat cost

WIL Value Added

$ 330.11
s240.60

$ 182.36
$0 .378 :2 nd Flour

r 07.333
$0.1 89 :

r 8 9 . l 1 l
$0.1 72 =

Invisible Loss

$0.038 :

$ 89.51



ASW wheat and flour. Daehan had to reduce flour extraction in order to achieve
acceptable flour ash. While they did not share with us the actual extraction loss to
accomplish an acceptable ptr, such a result would be clearly measurable in economic
terms. 

I

The U.S. grown haxd white also lacked competitive flour viscosity. It produced a flour of
S50 BU's peak starch viscosity, comparcd with an ASW flour of 930 BU's. To obtain
acceptable mouth feel, an attribute related to starch viscosity, Korean instant (Ramen)
noodle makers add modified potato starch to their noodle flous. Daehan's report stated
that the ASW flour with 930 BU's required the addition af \Yo modified potato starch.
The U.S. floru required 15% added starch

The market value of noodle floru in Korea at the time was the equivalent of US$ 0.385
per kilogram and the market value of modified potato starch was the equivalent of US$
0.964 per kilogram. Below, Table VI illustrates the cost to produce 1000 kilograms (one
metric ton) of noodle flour made from the ASW, US$ 427.89, and the cost of the flour
made from U.S. hard white wheat, US$ 460.52, That difference equals US$ 32.30 per
metric ton of noodle flour. Korean milling industry data strow that 762,500 metric tons of
noodle flour were consumed in Korea in 1994, about 90% of which goes to make instant
noodles. Such a cost difference would have amounted to over US$ 22 million additional
rnaterials costs to noodle makers!

Noodle Flour C rativ Cost: I 377S ASW

In Asia alone there are hundreds of different t'?es of noodles and consumer tastes in
noodles. If you add to that a list of other wheat flou products in Asia not to mention
those of other countries with tastes distinct unto themselves, it is clear that we cannot
produce a wheat variety or provide a wheat class suited to each product! We are faced
with some truly complicated decisions! What kind of wheat quality goals should we set
for ourselves? What are realistic objectives that our quality engineers (breeders) can set
for themselves? What separations and specifications can our nurketing system tolerate
and continue to function efficiently? How can we place a market value on those
distinctions?

Table VI
r r-om e a S.

1377 S Noodle Flour ASW Noodle Flour

Noodle Flour:
@ US$ 0.385/kg 1,000 kg = US$ 385.00 1,000 kg = US$ 385.00

Modified Potato Starch:

@ US$ 0.964ikg 150 kg = US$ 144.60 80 kg : US$ 77.12

Cost: 1,150 kg = US$ 529.60
1,000 kg: US$ 460.52

1,080 kg = US$ 462.12
1,000 kg = US$ 427 .89

Difference: US$ 32.30 higher cost US$ 32.30 lower cost



What might the future hold? As much ffi we might prefer the comfort of the known
world of the past, change is upon us. We're not faced with the question of whether to
change, but whether we'qe going to attempt to control the change, rather than be
controlled by it! llle can b'e part of the problem, or part of the solution Following are
some suggestions about what the futrrre might hold:

o The U.S. Wheat Grading Standards could undergo important changes to identifr
milling quality. The new Single Kernel Classification System (SKCS) which is now
being tested by FGIS could become the basis for modifying the nurnerical grade to
represent millability!! The system can provide information of great value in projecting
potential flour yield: uniformity of individual kernel hardness, kernel size and kernel
weight. Kansas State University has already successfully demonstrated that combined,
these measurements are reliable predictors of flour yield potential. The system requires
a sample of no more than 15-20 grams, is objective and rapid, suitable for use in
export inspections, or in breeding laboratories for screening purposes. The ntrmerical
grade could be changed to represent degrees of milling quality. Buyers then would
need to specify minimum and maximum limits to other U.S. grading facton such as
test weight, damage, foreign rnaterial, shrunken and broken kernels, and wheat of
other and contrasting classes, which today are part of the numerical gade.

Uniformity of kernel clraracteristics can be an important factor in milling economics.
Narow ranges in variation of diameter, hardness and weight among individual kernels
in a wheat lot can have an impact on mill adjustment, and consequently flotr yield.
The present marketing practice of blending disparate wheats to accomplish average
acceptable quality or grade parameters, can cause a significant lack of unifotmity in
wheat kernel characteristics in shipments to flour mills. Millers could now use the
SKCS to determine wheat uniformity by nraking reference to the standard deviation
reported on each of its factors. Relating this to their own mill perforutance, it may not
be zurprising that at some tirne in the future, millers will establish discounts for excess
in the variation of critical factors, or premium scales for wheats which with narrower
ranges of standard deviation. This may also result in severe discounts on wheats
whictr, rather than a normal bell shaped curve, show two distinct peaks in the factor
histograms indicating a blend of wheats of very distinct properties.

Since millers, domestic or importers, are essentially interested in purchasing wheat, not
screenings and water, is it so remote to expect that at some futrue time wheat \rill b€
bought and sold on a Net Wheat basis? Aszume the following: the price of a specific
wheat in today's pricing system is US$ 180.00 per metric ton loaded on a ship. The
combination of screenings (Dockgq FM and SH&B) is 2.5yo, and the moistue
content is 12.5%. Usrng the metric system, the buyer in fact is getting in each ton he
purchases 125 kilograrns of water, 25 kilograms of screenings and 850 kilograms of
wheat! He in effect is paying $1S0 for 85% of a ton of wheat, ood is required to pay
the additional costs of handling and transportation for the undesirable water and
screenings. Another way to state the case is that the real price per ton of wheat, not
counting screenings and water, is $ 180 / 85%: $ 21 1.77. What if a buyer said, "I'll

,



pay you $ 21 1.77 per ton of wheat and the seller will discount the factors Moisture,
Dockage, FM and SH&B from the invoice?' Suppose that the seller were able to
select cleaner, dryer wtpat zufficient to increase the proportion of wheat from 85Yo to
86Yo. The buyer would then have to pay the seller 86Yo x $ 211.77: $ l82.L2.He
would still be paying the same price for the wheat, and bear lower freight and handling
costs. If all export wheat were bought and sold on this basis, demands for cleaned
wheat might be substantially diminished. In fact screenings might have positive value!
In many markets the wheat buyer would receive them,'paytng only the cost of freight
and trandling, and sell them at the price of feed, a profitable arrarrgement in most
cases! If the system were introduced into the U.S., could the American farmer profit

by trarvesting and selling dryer, cleaner wheat? Would a country elevator operator
find profit in cleaning wheat and selling the screenings as feed?

Today, discounted wheat, with sprout damage or low test weight, is often blended into
higher quality wheat, essentially increasing the value of the discounted wheat. In a
discriminating market, such as envisioned above, low quality wheat would probably

have to move into a nrarket category which might be classified, either in fact or in
practice, as fted wheat. The concept is not a new one, but a de iure feed wheat would

probably be rrnenforceable and open to abuse. A feed wheat class evolving out of a
market need, could overcome most, if not all of the tendency toward abuse.

Identity Preserved (IIr) rnarketing of the new Hard White Wheat class, and of selected
varieties of all ofthe other U.S, classes is a gowing practie,e. It is often refened to by

the catch phrase niche marketing. It is simply impossible to niche market the 25-35

million tons of wheat moving tluough U.S. ports every year! Nevertheless, the IP
qystem is a phenomenon which is defining the quality parameters of future wheat

nrarketing, identifying desirable quality attributes which are not abundantly available,

today. The incentives in the IP slstem itself should provoke expansion to the point

that those qualities will become cornmonplace, ditplaclng varieties of less desirable

attributes, and ultimate$ requiring no special treatment. The IP system may thus

become the market's natural vehicle of self-transformation The IP or niche marlreting

system of todry, could be used as a telescope to viau directions this industry might

talre in the future.

In the U.S. we have yet to solve the problem of the release of commercial and public

wheat varieties which lack essential milling and end-product functional qualities- In

France that problem was addressed by the introduction of a system in which the wheat

grower must submit a statement certifying the variety of wheat he is selling to a

merchant. It includes a system of penalties for falsification of that staternent. The

system is not rigidly enforced at the delivery site, but spot checked thnough samples

slnt to testing laboratories. The system has the advantage that merchants would buy

wrdesirable wheat varieties only at substantial discounts, discowaging their continued

planting, ild offering a proper reward for the cultivation of acceptable varieties. In

ittr t9i0's the countries of Western Euope imported annually about 3.5 to 4 rnillion

tons of improver wheats from Canada and the United States. Today, they import less

I
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than a quarter of that amount, in part due to this system which discourages production
of undesirable wheat varieties. Would such a systenl modified to our needs be possible
in the United States? 11 could facilitate a capacity to specialize wheat production to
meet specific end-users' needs. For example, the elevators of East Central Washington
could drange with frrmers to plant selected varieties which would meet specific end-
use quality expectations. PNWexporters, who handle most of their logistics based on
originatrng inland rail and barge shipments to meet specific on-time needs at port
elevators, would know where to obtain the wheat with the appropriate quality to meet
a buyer's requirements. In fact the concentration of Eltan, a very promising noodle
wheat, and white club production in East Central Washington suggests that such a
practice could easily evolve there. Such a logistical system might be compatible with
high volume grain movement, and enable the marketing system to reward growers and
merchants for production and segregation of function-specific quality. Could a similar
system be implemented in other regions of the United States as well?

Millers in the United States have already begun the process of contracting the
production of selected wheat varieties to meet both economic and functional quality
requirements which they are unable to satisry through normal commodity marketing
channels. Farmers receive a premium for producing those wheats, which should
compensate them for diminished yreld and the risks associated with conditions which
might prevent them from meeting minimum contract specifications. Such potential
exists for export nrarkets as well. Arizona and California farmers have been producing
selected Desert Dunrm varieties for export to Italian millers since the early 1980's.
Japanese flour millers are probably the most quality sensitive of the United States'
wheat export markets. The Japanese Food Agency is one of the few remaining major
government importing agencies still in existence. Japanese millers have been visiting
Pacific Northwest elevators for years and have acquired a thorough knowledge of
specific wheat varieties and their regional growing conditiorn. Their interest has
intensified as talk of the dissolution of the Japanese Food Agency's role in wheat
imports has beconre more common. Some Japanese and Korean milling companies
have gone so far as to establistr offices in Portland, Oregon. Might this signal future
plans to acquire U.S. country elevator capacrty, or possibly to contract production of
selected wheat varieties in the Pacific Northwest?

While wheat is traded as a commodity today, its most important intrinsic values cannot
be measued by the criteria applied in commodity marketing. The dyranric in foreign
wheat markets today, rs competition among millers. The more successful buyer of
wheat will achieve a competitive advantage over the others. It wouldn't be surprising,
if overseas millers sought out and developed alliances with gain exporters who would
assist them to obtain competitive advantages in their markets. The exporter might
agree to provide exclusive services to a single miller in a determined market. In some
markets, it appears that the Canadian Wheat Board is doing just that! It can be
demonstrated that it is possible for both parties to benefit from such an ilrangement.
Milling quality and functional quality can be quantified, in most, if not all cases!
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The sum of events in the past five years, essentially the privatization of the international
grain business and its liberation from arbitrary govemment restraint, at least on the buying
side of the equatioru has cqught the United States ill prepared to exploit this opportunity
to expand our exports, or for that matter, to effectively defend oru existing markets from
single desk marketing institutions such as the Canadian and Australian Wheat Boards.
These institutions have been able to impose their will on wheat growers in Canada and
Australia. They have been able to control wheat variety release, impose segregation and
blending criteria on their marketing systems, and offer coryetitive prices to importers
without reference to the disciplines of acquisition cost. They can price their wheat to co-
opt any market oftheir choosing.

Nevertheless, we fool ourselves, if we convince oursehes that their chief advantage is the

ability to undercut us on price! Their principle competitive advantage is their claim to

superior quality! It mrrst'be conceded that their argunent is not entirety without
foundation. Canada and Australia ship clean wheat, especial$ to the markets where it
counts. A billowing cloud of dust from a dischargrng ship attracts a lot of attention! Pre-
cleaning wheat has another salient effect. It can reduce the presence of shnmken and
undersize kernels which render little to no flour and improve floru extraction dramatically.
Recently, a (J.S. flour miller who also operates elevators in Montan4 conducted an in-
house experiment, pre-cleaning wheat which he shipped to one of his mills, removing
dockage and shrunken and bnoken kernels. His flour extraction iryroved2%t

Our competitors claim uniformity, consistent quality from zublot to sublot, and shipment
to shipment! Can it be said of hard red winter wheat, for example, that the varieties
grown in Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, I(ansas and Nebraska have consistent end-product
quality, or only that they are considered part of the sanrc class for marketng purposes!

The U.S. system relies almost entirely on a commodity futures trading rnechanism to
articulate the price of wheat. While the rnarket-place is demanding more discrete
definitions of quality, orn system continues to operate as a commodity market! To be
quality competitive the U.S. marketing system must improve its capability to identify,
segregate and deliver wheat based on process economic values and end-rne functional
properties. If cleaned wheat is what the customer demands, we have to find a way to give

it to him! Some important steps which might be taken to acconplish a more competitive
position for U.S. wheat in the world market could include:

o Wheat breeders, both public and private wheat quality engimers, need to review and

agree upon absolute minimrm end-use quality standards for the introduction of new

commercial varieties into production. This should be accomplished in consultation
with domestic and export market interests qualified to interpret market needs and
provide the U.S. wheat indnstry with a strategic plan. These standards must be higher
than our curent standards, and above a[ promote adherence to quality disciplines
which will assure that a buyer can expect to receive wheat of consistent process and

end-use functionality in shipment after shipment. Each wheat class should establish
its own clear, and dernarrding standards!

!
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. Farmens must be convinced to grow wheat varieties of superior end-use quality. Otu
commodities market tqday, operates essentially on discounts. We must devise a
system which continued to maintain a minimum standard for lowest price markets, but
which establishes adeqr.rate rewards for frnners, elevator operators and traders to
separate and deliver wheat of discrete quality attributes to those who require thern

Country Elevator Operaton are the key to commuiricating the market message to
farmers. They are probably the least informed about the expectatioru of the end-user.
If they have an understanding of the values related to the selection and separate
handling of discrete quality wheats, they may discover ways in which they can use
their individual infrastructwe and management skills to improve their profitability and
at the same time respond to the increasingly sophisticated needs of the miller and
baker. The elevator operator of the future will most likely have to take the initiative
to organize regional variety selection and develop regional rnarketrng strategies with
the farm connnunity. He will b€ faced with the need to acquire and operate the
analytical equipment necessary to identiff and measrue critical quality paftureters at
the receival point.

The Export Grain Trade in the US for the most part is more than international, it is
multinational The present commodity marketing system as it exists in the United
States delivers wheats classified so that they are interchangeable with wheats of similar
classification around the world. To the extent he caq the multinational trader will
quote a price to a buyer and reserrye to himself the option to select the origin of the
wheat. This system serves the wheat importer with the least interest itt quulity, and the
greatest interest in lowest delivered price. Such markets continue to exist, and
fortunately will for some time to come. They are the markets where we, the
Canadians, Australians, ffid others can spin-off low quality wheat. When a buyer
specifies more demanding end-use qualities, the multinationals most often turn to
Australia or Canada With the cooperation of the multinational grain trade, markets
that were once trsditional markets for hard red winter wheat and hard red spring
wheat from the United States have been captured by Canada and Australia in Central
and South Anrericq and in Asia. They are the fastest growing markets in the world,
and they art, low rlsfi cash markets! Until the United States is prepared to deliver
consistent quality, which buyers will identi$ specifitdly, the multinational traders will
continue to exploit the option to canvas the world market for the wheat which will
provide them with the greatest profit marginl Today, small I.P sales such as Desert
Durum to Italy are executed by sma[ innovative U.S. bas€d merchants, and disdained
by the multinational traders.

Value and Price: Price will always play an essential role, but it must be related to
expected economic outcome for the buyer! The buyer will pay a higher price when he
is assured that the product for which he pays rnore will improve his economic
performance. The buyer will consider lower price, when it is sufficiently low to
compensate for the diminished economic outcome in his process.

!
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o State Wheat Commissions and U.S. Wheat Associates are organizations which
were conceived to servg farmers by developing markets for their wheat. The wheat
commissions are the voice which can articulate the evolution of the market-place to
the producer, and U.S. Wheat Associates has the capability of identifying those
markets and assisting importers to make effective use of the U.S. wheat rnarketing
systern This two-way communication system between the production base, the
American wheat farmer, and the end-user is the only system available which will
permit the farmer himself to anticipate the changes rapidly overtaking us, to have an
active role in responding to those changes, and to position himself to maximize his
share in its economic potential.

The Future is Now!! The econornics of process, functional and end-use quality are a
growing force which will drive dramatic change in the wheat marketing and processing
industry as we know it, today. Many new devices are under design which will assist
scientists and rnanagers to identify and quantify wheat qulity attributes of economic
significance. Grain nrerchants are acquiring management skills that will enable them to
profit from the segregation and shipment of wheats of discrete quality and value.
Manufacturing plants, grain silos, handling systerns and cleaning houses are berrg adapted
to exploit the growing demand for qtrality. Farmers are faced with the necessity to adapt
their seed selection, cultivation and harvest practices, ffid nrarketing strategies, if they are
to exploit the opportunities arising from a changing market, and avoid the penalties
associated with poor quality. Sophisticated information qystems will report on wheat
quality, and infonn rnerchants and users where it is to be found. Software programs will
enable producers, marketers and end-users to place a value on the quality attributes
available to them in the rnarket. There is a side of human nature which will resist change
and cling to the archaic and seemingly secure practices of the past. But there is another
side to human nature, characterized by a spirit of cuiostty and creativity, otrd in today's
world it will rapidly ovenvhelm those who would stand in its lvay!
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